The Day the Crayons Quit
By Drew Daywalt

Down
1 - Which crayon believes that he is the “true color of the sun”?  
2 - Which crayon is too embarrassed to leave the crayon box?  
3 - Which crayon feels overworked?  
4 - Which crayon needs a break?  
5 - Which crayon would like to be used for more than just outlines?  
8 - Which crayon is Duncan’s happy friend?  
9 - Which crayon is unused?

Across
2 - Which crayon would like to stay within the lines?  
5 - Which crayon thinks he’s only worth wheat?  
6 - Which crayon thinks that Duncan is killing them?  
7 - Which crayon also believes that he is the “true color of the sun”?  
10 - Which crayon feels empty?
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